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What is the one thing every company from the smallest start up to the biggest corporation has in common? 
These firms want to drive down costs to grow their bottom line. The ONE area that many firms are afraid 
to dig deeper in the very place where costs are spiraling out of control--logistics and transportation. Rising 
transportation costs have hit many firms where it hurts the most. Read on to discover five answers to some 
of the biggest transportation spend management questions that YOU have!

1. What is Transportation Spend Management and Why is It Important?

Transportation spend is the amount of money a firm uses for transportation related activities (shipping 
product, costs associated with receiving material, cost of ownership, etc.) Transportation spend management 
is the process of keeping the spend, or cost, under control as well as organizing this data for easier access.

Transportation spend management is the process of optimization involving costs across every area of the 
supply chain. Implementation can take many forms. The basics are regularly taught by business schools; 
however, much of this information is out of date considering the changes in commerce today. Additionally, 
creating a transportation spend management plan is different for every organization.

The first thing a firm must to do is understand exactly what they ARE spending and what happens during the 
process so they can better manage it. Only when the executive suite understands and organizes all these 
costs can a firm better manage them, control them and lower them. 

Transportation spend management can be a completely manual process. However, today you can automate 
the process in many ways--reducing the effort that you put into it. Additionally, outsourcing the task can be 
a viable option for many organizations.

And Why is it important?

The reason transportation spend management is so important is because transportation logisticsis often 
one of the biggest costs an organization deals with on an ongoing basis. Additionally, unlike supplies, for 
instance, transportation costs are not set in stone and inflexible. Most organizations have a number of 
options when it comes to how they spend their transportation budget.

2. How Do Large Companies Use Transportation Spend Management to 
Their Advantage?

The largest companies have access to top-quality programs and dedicated transportation cost management 
personnel. Utilizing these tools, these organizations can reduce the amount they spend on transportation 
costs and improve their bottom line. While large companies may have certain advantages, the most 
important thing they bring to the table is organization. A well-organized transportation and logistics program 
will cost less and accomplish more. 
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In addition to saving money through the management programs themselves, these large companies can 
use the information compiled from management programs to get the best possible rates for their shipping 
services. The large freight companies are more willing to negotiate lower shipping rates with a large company 
that can show how valuable they are as a customer.

Finally, large companies use their transportation spend management plan to woo customers. Since they 
can offer lower shipping charges to THEIR customers, they are more appealing--allowing them to grow and 
stifling the growth of smaller businesses that do not take advantage of these systems.

3. Why Should Small to Mid-Size Companies Utilize Transportation 
Spend Management?

No matter how big your company, saving money is a priority--or it should be. The companies that are 
able to harness the benefits of transportation spend management can grow from their small roots into the 
very large firms they strive to compete against. The large firms may already have transportation spend 
management in place, but small to medium-size companies can utilize the same techniques.
While there may be an up-front cost associated with transportation management, it is normally something 
that pays off in the end. Plus, with new solutions available all the time, there are more affordable options 
than ever before.

In addition to saving money, there are many other benefits of transportation spend management that are 
especially useful for a small to medium business. Once you understand these benefits (as outlined below) 
you will see why it is so important to take advantage of the concept and utilize it as an important part of 
your overall transportation strategy.

4. How Can an Outsourced Partner Help Implement a Transportation 
Spend Management Strategy?

Your firm may not have someone on staff who understands the ins and outs of transportation spend 
management. Even the most talented logistics specialists may not understand today’s transportation spend 
management programs. Hiring a full-time consultant is expensive, especially if you want the best, and may 
not be the best way for you to utilize company funds. 

Another option is to outsource your transportation spend management program. By doing this, you receive 
the best of both worlds. Your firm will be able to reduce their transportation spend, optimize the entire 
shipping and transportation department and compete with the large firms, and since you do not have to hire 
a dedicated professional, the upfront cost is much less. Additionally, working with a company like 4Way 
Logistics, the entire process is scalable. Start small and grow as your company’s needs expand. Best of all, 
using an outsourced provider, there should be no cost outlay, only cost savings as these companies provide 
an all-inclusive service. 
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5. What are the Potential Short and Long Term Benefits of 
Transportation Spend Management?

While the most obvious benefits of using a transportation spend management plan, there are other benefits-
-both for the short and long term. Some of the most notable include:

Provide Customer Service -- Your customers or clients want their shipments and they want 
information so they can track them. A good management program will make this process much 
easier.

Improve Efficiency -- Transportation spend management can streamline information streams, 
automate manual tasks and provide documentation of all steps of the process--improving the 
efficiency of your logistics department.

Control Rising Inventory Levels -- When you have continuously growing inventory levels, keeping 
up with what you have in stock, what is coming in, what is going out and other details can be 
nearly impossible without a good management tool.

Reduce Cost of Ownership -- Every week, day and hour your keep inventory or products in stock, 
you have associated costs. If you have a well-organized management program, you can streamline 
these costs and save money in this manner too. 

Compliance with State and Federal Regulations -- There is more regulation in place today than 
ever before. Transportation spend management can help you adapt processes to meet these 
requirements and not risk compliance issues.

If you would like to know more, or have questions about how a Transportation Spend Management program 
can help your company, please contact 4 Way Logistics, Inc. 

About 4 Way Logistics, Inc.
We work with our clients on their overall supply chain strategy and design. By integrating our technology,as 
well as our leverage in the market place, we streamline processes while reducing costs across all modes of 
outsourced supply chain management.

Find out more at www.4way.com


